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NEXT NORMAL 
PLAYBOOK

JUNE 2020

Planning for what's next



It's not just about working from home. 
The current pandemic shines a light on an 
organisation's entire culture, its employee 
journey, its people experience, and relationship 
expectations between the employee and 
employer. Businesses are also having to listen, 
learn and adapt to what comes next. 

This playbook outlines the areas you need 
to focus on to plan, shape and engage your 
colleagues with your ‘next normal’.

AND AT SOME POINT, 
IT’S GOING TO CHANGE AGAIN...

NORMAL 
HAS 
CHANGED.



PURPOSE

REBOARDING

EXPERIENCE

FIVE WORKPLACE
TRUTHS
Our work with business leaders 
during the pandemic has enabled 
us to gain great insight and 
knowledge into what’s most 
important to businesses right now.

We’ve established Five Workplace 
Truths – the professional ‘needs’ that 
are relevant to all businesses today, 
regardless of size or sector.

If you need support, help or guidance in 
any of these areas, we have a suite of 
tools ready to go. 

Get in touch with Chris: 
chris.giddings@mccannsynergy.com

Hello

INNOVATION

LEADERSHIP
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PURPOSE
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PURPOSE
The crisis makes it easy for us to overlook commitments we’ve 
made - beyond staying afloat or making profit. But employees, 
customers, suppliers, and communities are watching every 
move – never before has living your purpose been so relevant.

It’s easy to publish your purpose 
and make it visible for all to see 
– what makes it real is following 
through and letting it guide the 
choices you make. 

WHAT WILL YOU BE REMEMBERED FOR? 

Have you defaulted to your 
purpose, and stayed true to it? 
How will you continue to do so 
when faced with the commercial 
reality of returning to ‘normal’ in 
what’s predicted to be the biggest 
economic downturn of our lives?

people globally believe the best 
thing a brand can do during 

the crisis is ‘look after employees.’

And this rises to 8 in 10 in the UK.

Source: McCann Truth Central

6 10in
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TRUTH

IMPLICATION

Employees are considering what’s really important to them 
right now and need to feel a sense of belonging and purpose.

Employers need to recalibrate their meaningful role 
and put this at the heart of everything they do.

Think about:
•  Resetting and realigning your purpose to ensure you play a 

meaningful role in the lives of your people and your customers.

•  Testing your decisions against your purpose.

•  Starting with why – it’s important to communicate why you’ve 
made decisions, your rationale.

•  Embedding purpose in everything you do – making it meaningful 
in the day-to-day. 

•  Purpose-driven organisations often have higher levels of 
employee engagement. Share your plans, get employee input 
and engage them in decisions – even the tricky ones.

Get going
Our ‘Start with Why’ workshop helps articulate your purpose in 
an authentic and compelling way, outlining the opportunities to 
demonstrate it across your employee experience. 

PURPOSE

FIND OUT MORE Email: nicky.clark@mccannsynergy.com



REBOARDING

Hello
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REBOARDING
Reboarding is an opportunity we've never had before. We get to 
reboard all of our colleagues back into our business. Back into 
our culture. Back to each other.

What does returning to work mean to your people and how 
does it make them feel? Excitement, relief, a renewed sense of 
purpose… or anxious, scared, fearful of the unknown?

What’s crystal clear right now 
is that your people matter more 
than ever. 

Imagine the impact on your 
organisation if you don’t get 
reboarding right. 

WHAT DO YOUR EMPLOYEES NEED?

The WFH parent, the furloughed 
employee, the key worker, the 
bereaved colleague. Whilst you 
might think some employees don’t 
need to be reboarded because 
their work life hasn’t changed that 
much, think of their emotional and 
psychological states right now. 

“Brands must do everything they can 
to protect the wellbeing and financial 
security of their employees and their 

suppliers, even if it means suffering big 
financial losses until the pandemic ends.”

Source: Edelman

90%
of people say:

Hello
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TRUTH

IMPLICATION

Never before have employees needed this level of 
understanding, direction and reassurance from their employer.

Employers should balance commercial realities with the 
need to keep safety and psychological impact front of mind.

Think about:

Get going
Identify what matters to your people with our Colleague Truths 
framework. Our Reboarding Navigator workshop will help you 
plan your next 6-12 months roadmap.

REBOARDINGHello

The 8 strategic themes for successful reboarding

LISTENING 
I have opportunities to share my 
views and trust that they will be heard 
and considered.

PURPOSE 
I feel connected to our purpose and 
committed to play my part.

STRATEGY & DIRECTION 
I’m confident that there’s a clear business 
direction and I know what it is.

LEADERS & MANAGERS 
I feel informed and supported by my 
line manager, and confident that they 
have a clear plan.

HEALTH AND SAFETY 
I trust that all reasonable steps to keep 
me safe and well are being taken.

WELLBEING 
I feel that my employer cares about me 
and will support me through this time.

TRANSFORMATION 
I understand the need to keep adapting 
the way we work and I can contribute 
to that process.

LEARNING 
I have opportunities to learn, 
grow and develop in my role.

FIND OUT MORE Email: nicky.clark@mccannsynergy.com
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EXPERIENCE
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EXPERIENCE
Employee expectations and preferences have shifted, 
overnight. The pandemic has forced changes to the way we’re 
working, at pace. Adoption of new technology and flexible 
working has had to happen - we’re now more open to changing 
how we work than ever before.

But how are people feeling and 
what experience do they want in 
the next normal?

WE’VE ASKED
1. How has CV-19 positively 
changed your work life?

2. What have you found most 
difficult?

POSITIVES
• Less commuting 
• Flexible working 
• Work/life balance 
• Family routine 
• Time with loved ones

NEGATIVES
• Childcare/home schooling 
• Work/life balance 
• Lack of personal interaction 
• Lots of video calls 
• Missing colleagues

Source: McCann Synergy CV-19 survey

I put back an important 
call the other week 

(just by 15 mins), letting 
them know I'd been invited 

to play cricket in the garden.

That should stay acceptable 
in the future.
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TRUTH

IMPLICATION

Employee beliefs and expectations have shifted exponentially, 
as COVID-19 enforces changes to the ways we work.

Employers should re-evaluate their approach 
to employee experience.

Think about:
•  This isn’t your average working from home experiment. It’s 

important to put employee feedback into context of the current 
situation when deciding any big changes.

•  Change programmes are 30% more likely to succeed
when you involve people.

•  How can you connect and listen to your people? A few simple 
questions in a regular pulse survey will give you so much insight.

•  Are you committed and prepared to act on the feedback
you receive?

•  If answer is yes, take this amazing opportunity to review
your approach and reinvent your employee experience.

Get going
Our Employee Experience Mapping tools and workshops will 
help you create an authentic, consistent experience across your 
colleague lifecycle. 

EXPERIENCE

FIND OUT MORE Email: nicky.clark@mccannsynergy.com



LEADERSHIP
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LEADERSHIP
Being a strong leader right now is not just about building your 
recovery plan. It’s about building confidence and trust from 
your workforce, customers and society.

Your actions now will define you 
as a leader for years to come.

So, in a time of crisis, what 
are people looking for from 
their leaders?

WHAT PEOPLE WANT

• Hope

• A simple plan to get behind

• Openness and transparency

• Consistent regular comms

•  Authenticity, being human, 
empathy and understanding

• Recognition and support

• Freedom and autonomy

believe it’s the CEO's role to make 
sacrifices for their employees.

Source: McCann Truth Central

54%
of people 
in the UK
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TRUTH

IMPLICATION

As we transition into the next normal, employees will be looking 
to leaders and managers for hope, direction and empathy.

Leaders should seize the opportunity to lead by example, 
be calm, confident and inspire others to do the same.

Think about:
• Where is the hope and what should we be focussing on?
• What's the opportunity for innovation?
• How can you retain authenticity?
• Do you have a clear, strategic direction?
• Are leaders connected and aligned?
• Do you upskill and support managers?

Get going
Leadership engagement strategies, manager toolkits and 
individual or small group coaching sessions to help unleash the 
power of your leaders.

LEADERSHIP

FIND OUT MORE Email: nicky.clark@mccannsynergy.com



INNOVATION
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INNOVATION
Necessity  Crisis drives innovation and opportunity.

Covid-19 has already inspired some amazing innovations, 
proving how capable we are of not only adapting at speed but 
turning this into a strength. Airbnb were well placed to pivot 
to virtual experiences, Kwik Fit will now fit your new tyres at 
home and estate agents are offering virtual viewings.

There is a unique opportunity here 
– innovation now could change our 
behaviour permanently, but CEOs 
are having to move quickly. 

Businesses that listen, adapt and 
believe in the power of their people 
will be the ones that thrive through 
these times. 

TIPS FROM INNOVATORS:

• What problem are you solving? 
• Continuously learn, with an 
 open mind. 
• Challenge yourself. As a business,  
 tolerate failure. 
• Encourage collaboration. 
• Make a decision… without all 
 the answers.

Source: Deloitte

Great innovators 
surround themselves 
with people that don't 

think like them.

Get out of your silo.
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TRUTH

IMPLICATION

Crises unleash incredible levels of creativity and innovation.

Organisations should learn from their people and customers 
to ensure this becomes a springboard for long-term innovation.

Think about:
• Harnessing ideas and capture moments of genius.
• Your ability to pivot and change, at speed.
• What this means to your transformation journey.
• Encouraging a continuous learning mindset.

Get going
Book onto one of our sprint sessions, where our creative and 
strategy teams come up with actionable ideas to solve your 
engagement challenges. 

INNOVATION

FIND OUT MORE Email: nicky.clark@mccannsynergy.com



GETTING READY 
FOR THE 
NEXT NORMAL?

YOUR  WFH  
SURVIVAL KIT

WELCOME 
BACK

Unlocking people 
performance 
after COVID-19

Team up with us to 
create the best culture 
in the new normal.

45
Mins 

Book your session

Uncover your workplace truths and create an action plan 
With our range of strategic planning sessions.

Roadmap your reboarding 
To give teams a practical and emotional step into the ‘next normal’, and 
enhance your culture further.

Tailor your comms effectively 
Get a deeper understanding of your employee needs with our segmentation 
and persona development.

 Get going straight away with our range of toolkits and assets ready 
to be tailored for your brand and messages.  

Let McCann Synergy help
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GET 
READY We're supporting clients on everything  

from reboarding, new normal, employee  
engagement to transformation. Get in touch.

Gemma McGrattan
gemma.mcgrattan@mccannsynergy.com
+44 (0)7817 153320

Chris Giddings
chris.giddings@mccannsynergy.com
+44 (0)7780 431382

www.synergycreative.co.uk

https://www.synergycreative.co.uk/coronavirus/
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